Inflammatory Network of Liver Fibrosis and How It Can Be Targeted Therapeutically
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Abstract: Liver fibrosis is a complex, dynamic process associated with a broad spectrum of chronic liver diseases and acute liver failure, characterised by the dysregulated intrahepatic production of extracellular matrix proteins replacing functional liver cells with scar tissue. Fibrosis progresses due to an interrelated cycle of hepatocellular injury, triggering a persistent wound-healing response. The accumulation of scar tissue and chronic inflammation can eventually lead to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Currently, no therapies exist to directly treat or reverse liver fibrosis; hence, it remains a substantial global disease burden. A better understanding of the intricate inflammatory network that drives the initiation and maintenance of liver fibrosis to enable the rationale design of new intervention strategies is required. This review clarifies the most current understanding of the hepatic fibrosis cellular network with a focus on the role of regulatory T cells, and a possible trajectory for T cell immunotherapy in fibrosis treatment. Despite good progress in elucidating the role of the immune system in liver fibrosis, future work to better define the function of different immune cells and their mediators at different fibrotic stages is needed, which will enhance the development of new therapies.
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1. Introduction

Liver fibrosis is characterised by the progressive deposition and intrahepatic accretion of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, partly in response to the fibrogenic factors produced by hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) responding to liver injury or inflammatory mediators. Ineffective regulation of fibroplasia leads to excessive accumulation of scar tissue, stemming from repeated inflammatory activation as the liver attempts to repair and replace damaged hepatic cells. While fibrogenesis does not directly cause symptoms, severe scarring can result in liver cirrhosis if the source of injury persists. Cirrhosis, often referred to as end-stage liver disease, can prevent normal liver functionality, resulting in organ failure with the need for a liver transplant. This disease advancement is estimated to affect approximately 2% of the world population, causing over 1 million deaths per year [1,2]. In some cases, cirrhosis even induces a microenvironment supportive of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development, the most common primary liver malignancy, of which 80–90% of cases occur within cirrhotic livers [3,4].

Most cases of hepatic fibrogenesis are derived from a causal liver disease; the epidemiological data identify a striking disparity in liver disease burden depending on geographical location and socioeconomic echelons, alongside individual distinctions such as ethnicity and gender. Plausibly, the incidence of hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), alcoholic liver disease (ALD), and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) are attributed as the leading causes of global liver diseases [5]. Systemic analyses of global cirrhosis burden suggest that chronic HBV and HCV infections instigate the highest affliction [6,7]. However,
rising occurrence of NAFLD and progression to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), the severest form, encompassing extensive liver inflammation and cirrhosis, may become most prominent in the near future [7], conceivably due to the escalating obesity and diabetes pandemics [8,9]. The impact of other liver diseases are also major public health concerns, including autoimmune conditions such as autoimmune hepatitis [2]. Cholestatic-induced injury to the biliary network, which includes the liver, additionally causes hepatic fibrosis. Impaired bile flow, or cholestasis, can occur within several pathologies, such as biliary atresia and biliary cholangitis [10]. Thus, a better understanding and early treatment of liver fibrogenesis has extensive clinical implications for global healthcare.

Determining the degree of liver fibrosis is fundamental for diagnosis and assessing disease severity. Highly invasive liver biopsies and histological scoring systems are the gold standard for estimating liver inflammation and scarring. Two of the most used systems are the Metavir score and Ishak score, defining a different number of progressive steps. The former demarcates liver fibrosis into four major stages: F1–F4, with F0 indicating a normal, non-fibrotic liver and F4 signifying cirrhosis [11]. As earlier stages of liver fibrosis are typically asymptomatic, they could go undetected unless picked up; they are picked up during routine blood tests that may show subtle changes in liver function tests, which could be followed up with non-invasive imaging strategies such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and sonography, enabling detailed imaging of the liver’s appearance and stiffness, indicating the level of fibrosis [12]. Serum biomarker measurement can also provide insight into progressing hepatic fibrogenesis [13], falling into two major categories: direct and indirect markers. The former constitutes the turnover of ECM proteins produced by various hepatic cells. These include fibrillar type I and III collagen, α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteins (TIMPs), which become elevated with fibrotic progression. A limitation of these biomarkers is that they are not organ-specific and alone cannot diagnose hepatic fibrosis severity. Hence, the detection of indirect biomarkers, namely products of liver function such as bilirubin and aminotransferases, are required in conjunction. While diagnostic imaging and serum biomarkers have a more limited predictive ability of intermediate fibrotic stages, their less-invasive nature allows for fewer complications caused by biopsy, such as pain and hypertension, as well as higher reproducibility and availability. Therefore, these procedures can give a greater insight into disease progression and offer a more accurate prognosis [14].

1.1. Complications of Liver Regeneration Therapeutics

To date, the best treatment for liver fibrosis centres around the elimination of the causal liver disease, such as antiviral therapy for viral hepatitis, sobriety for ALD, and also immunosuppressants for autoimmune hepatitis, with the prospect that such interventions may hinder fibrosis progression [15]. Once cirrhosis is established, however, organ transplantation becomes the sole treatment to improve the condition of a patient. However, the systemic shortage of viable organ donation, alongside intrinsic immunological consequences of tissue incompatibility and infection, increases the risk of morbidity and mortality after transplantation. Prospectively, there is increasing evidence that fibrosis is a dynamic and reversible process; however, at which point fibrosis becomes irreversible remains unclear and could broadly depend on the disease ethology [16]. Hence, the development of regenerative medicine and anti-fibrotic therapies which can be administered upon diagnosis are exceedingly sought after. Due to the central role of the immune response within hepatic fibrogenesis, immunotherapeutics which can hinder specific cellular targets are of great research interest. Currently, broad-spectrum anti-inflammatory drugs, such as corticosteroids and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, have widespread use and can improve the outcome of many liver diseases. Yet, long-term treatment with these therapies shows aggregated hepatotoxicity, augmenting fibrogenesis and thus increasing the prospect of cirrhosis [17,18]. As such, identifying therapeutic foci for targeted treatments to inhibit fibrogenesis and promote resolution is the leading clinical investigation.
Preliminary research into cell and tissue engineering approaches display promising results in the treatment of liver fibrosis. Conventional immunomodulatory methods have yielded promising early research, including the use of cytokine-based therapies and monoclonal antibodies. Following this success, there has been increasing momentum behind biomaterials for immunoengineering. This manipulation of the microenvironment is implemented via artificial cells and scaffolds which become integrated within the ECM. These scaffolds, constructed from natural materials and biopolymers such as peptides and sugars, are essential for maintaining proper cell functionality, and hence must be physically compatible with the natural liver framework and biological activity. Due to the intricacy of the liver microenvironment and its role in tissue homeostasis, these microtechnological applications are complex and still harbour many problems, such as the potential for tumorigenesis and inconsistent feasibility [19]. Hence, effective therapy delivery mechanisms remain a hindrance in administering fibrosis immunotherapeutics. Additionally, while several key targets of liver fibrosis have been identified, including the cytokines transforming growth factor (TGF)-β and interferon (IFN)-γ, the liver contains a complex network of intracellular signalling between the immune and mesenchymal systems. How the constituents of both are implicated within liver fibrosis, and diverge between fibrotic stages, will influence the result of such therapeutics. Indeed, even considering the remarkable regenerative capacity of the liver, chronic damage accompanied by fibrogenesis does not enable the full restoration of normal tissue’s microarchitecture and functionality, which must be considered in the development of cellular treatments. In particular, the progression of wound healing against liver fibrosis immunopathology is a delicate balance, involving analogous processes with differing outcomes. Hence, elucidation of the cellular network underpinning liver fibrogenesis can shed light on new avenues for treatment and effective delivery mechanisms; exogenous signalling methods may be able to mould a regenerative, antifibrotic microenvironment, causing fibrosis resolution.

1.2. Initiation of Liver Fibrosis

Regardless of the aetiology, liver fibrosis results from a chronic wound-healing response, driven by a continuous and interrelated cycle of damage. While disease progression may differ contextual to the liver injury, the underlying pathology involves a similar, yet complex, interplay between dysregulated immune responses and distressed mesenchymal function [20]. Under healthy physiologic conditions, the liver maintains equilibrium between immune tolerance and inflammation, despite perpetual exposure to exogenous antigens derived from the diet, chemicals, and gut microbiota. This is achieved via the intricate, heterogenic network of resident immune cell populations and non-haematopoietic cells, which can produce and influence inflammatory mediators for local and systemic homeostasis. When a specific insult causes hepatocellular damage, compromising the liver microenvironment, danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), or pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) in the case of infection, are released. These DAMPs and PAMPs signal to pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) on the surface of resident immune cells and non-parenchymal cells, including the endothelium and HSCs. Notably, signalling by toll-like receptors (TLRs), an extensive family of PRRs, has been corroborated as driving liver fibrosis by propagating HSC activation in several disease settings [21]. Activating these cells via PRR and DAMP/PAMP interaction incites a cytokine and chemokine cascade, augmenting an inflammatory state and the recruitment of circulating innate and adaptive leukocytes into the hepatic microenvironment. In response, a healing reaction is initiated by the liver, causing ECM remodelling (Figure 1).

During the natural course of wound healing, four distinct phases (injury, haemostasis, inflammatory, and maturation phase) after injury lead to the regeneration of damaged tissues. In the context of liver fibrosis, when the wound-healing response becomes pathogenic, the generation of fibrotic tissue replaces the structural foundations of the liver. Ultimately, scar formation distorts the liver tissue and impairs organ function [22].
Quiescent HSC activation is central to liver fibrosis initiation; as resident mesenchymal cells, HSCs differentiate into myofibroblasts, an intermediate cell lineage with a phenotype between smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts. These hyperproliferative cells are not present within homeostatic livers and develop a contractile ability for the secretion of ECM constituents. The current evidence proposes that perpetual HSC activation during liver fibrogenesis is the principal source of the hepatic myofibroblast pool [23], which comprises several other cell types, including resident fibroblasts and portal myofibroblasts [24]. Consequently, they are mainly responsible for signature fibrotic scar formation; thus, myofibroblast control and elimination is a desirable therapeutic target [25–27]. Besides increasing ECM mass, the topography of ECM constituents is also altered, particularly augmented expression of fibrotic collagen (i.e., type III, IV, and V), fibronectins, and hyaluronan. These pro-fibrotic components have been implicated as endogenous DAMPs which are recognised by PRRs, such as well have TLR2 and TLR4 recognition of fibronectin accumulation [28]. As such, upregulation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and the antagonistic action of TIMPs, the inhibitory counterparts, also ensues. MMPs are expressed by an array of immune and non-immune cells and degrade ECM components, including collagen and fibronectin; hence, they are fundamental for tissue remodelling [29]. The MMP/TIMP balance within the liver plays a vital role in the induction of liver fibrosis; however, the exact function and implication of individual types is yet to be fully understood due to conflicting evidence [30,31].

While unregulated mesenchymal activity is a critical mechanism initiating fibrosis, the advancement of inflammation is the driving force behind fibrogenesis and its evolution. Experimental mice evidence even demonstrates that self-limiting fibrosis and regeneration during an acute inflammatory response fosters liver protection; for example, upregulation of type I collagen in fibrotic scars safeguards hepatic cells from toxic insults [32]. However, with continuous aggressive liver damage, the recruitment of inflammatory cells into the hepatic environment becomes chronic and contributes to the pathogenesis of the original injury [33,34]. Subsequently, liver fibrosis advances until cirrhosis occurs and a potential transplant is required. Understanding this chronic inflammation is vital for improving liver disease therapeutics and reducing the global need for liver transplants.
2. Immunopathology of Liver Fibrosis

In a non-fibrotic liver, myeloid and lymphoid cells of both innate and adaptive lineages reside in the sinusoidal system to maintain tissue homeostasis and protect the organ from blood-borne pathogens [35]. In response to hepatocellular injury, circulating immune cells migrate into the hepatic microenvironment to augment the inflammatory state via continual interaction and signalling between cell populations [33,34]. The interplay between these cells (Figure 2) therefore makes it challenging to definitively establish the individual contributions of each cell type to fibrosis; however, observing how cell populations behave under different disease settings can provide insight into the complex mechanisms of liver fibrosis.

Figure 2. Evolution of the immune response during liver fibrogenesis from healthy to late inflammation stage.

As hepatocellular injury persists, an aggravated immune response synergistically causes harm to the liver structure. In a healthy liver, a tolerogenic environment is maintained by the regular functioning of innate and adaptive immune constituents. At the onset of injury, cytotoxicity is directed towards the parenchymal structure and initiates a fibrotic cycle to regenerates the dying hepatocyte population. Continued secretion of pro-inflammatory and pro-fibrotic cytokines, alongside extracellular matrix deposition, enables progression to cirrhosis. In some cases, advancing cirrhosis can trigger oncogenesis of resident liver cells, eliciting the development of hepatocellular carcinoma [3].

2.1. Innate Immune Cells

It is well established that the innate immune system is the vanguard of rapid and initial immune responses. Neutrophils typically act as the first responders to inflammatory signals, performing clearance of apoptotic hepatic cells in response to damage. While the understanding of their recruitment to the liver and involvement in hepatic fibrosis is still
within its infancy [36], the release of neutrophilic granules, including myeloperoxidase, and powerful chemoattractants, such as interleukin (IL)-8 (also known as CXCL8) and CXCL2, may exacerbate fibrosis progression [37,38]. More notably, the liver harbours the largest population of tissue-resident macrophages in the body; Kupffer cells (KCs) represent almost 15% of the total hepatic cell population. As sentinel antigen-presenting cells (APCs), KCs, alongside infiltrating monocytes and macrophages, perform critical phagocytic and scavenger functions, removing cellular debris from the sinusoidal blood flow via PRR recognition. Due to their highly plastic nature, KCs are the principal orchestrators of fibrogenesis and the resolution of inflammation, contingent on a phenotypic switch [20,39]. Macrophages present a spectrum of functional phenotypes in response to environmental cues [40]. At either ends of this spectrum, they can be broadly classified into pro-inflammatory (M1) or anti-inflammatory (M2) phenotypes with distinct cytokine and transcriptional profiles, as well as surface markers.

During early fibrosis, KCs localise near activated myofibroblasts [41]. The release of type 1 pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α and IFN-γ [42], from other immune cells in the microenvironment enables M1 polarisation. In turn, M1 KCs produce high levels of signature type 1 cytokines, including TNF-α and IL-6, to facilitate the pro-inflammatory response. This activation enables myofibroblast proliferation by inducing injury in several liver diseases, including ALD, NAFLD, and HCC, thus instigating fibrogenesis [43]. Conversely, M2 macrophages are denoted as the healing-associated phenotype, which can be induced by mainly IL-4 and IL-13. As stated earlier, a spectrum of activation states exist amid these two main subsets [44]. While it is unclear whether these macrophage variations are subtle distinctions of M1/M2 phenotypes or independent populations, pro-fibrotic (M2a) and tissue repair (M2c) M2 phenotypes are well implicated within fibrogenesis immunopathology [22,45]. As regulated ECM deposition into tissues is a fundamental stage of the natural wound-healing response, macrophages are also vital during normal tissue repair [43]. Tissue repair and remodelling is prompted by the secretion of potent anti-inflammatory and regulatory cytokines, such as IL-10 and TGF-β, to suppress pro-inflammatory pathways. Interestingly, some studies have reported that the use of ECM-derived scaffolds can polarise macrophages towards a pro-regenerative state in both in vitro and in situ wound sites. This polarisation is defined by the expression of CD206, also known as mannose receptor, which is a useful marker for M2 phenotypes [46]. However, in the presence of persistent injury, M2 macrophages adopt a pathologic phenotype, secreting large amounts of pro-fibrotic mediators, including TGF-β and IL-13, which become central to fibrosis progression via the chronic activation of HSCs and collagen accumulation [47–49]. Crucially, this is one of the most significant impediments in elucidating liver disease immunopathology, as many cells, not only macrophages, exhibit this dichotomy.

One cell type which does not seem to contribute to the paradox of fibrotic exacerbation versus attenuation is the predominant innate lymphoid cells of the liver: natural killer (NK) cells. These large granular lymphocytes are vital in liver antiviral and anti-tumour immunity, fuelling a severe cytotoxic response [50,51]. Additionally, NK cells are important components of the sinusoidal cellular network which governs fibrosis. Following liver injury, NK cells are suggested to directly kill activated HSCs, diminishing myofibroblast differentiation and ECM deposition. Moreover, the production of IFN-γ, a signature pro-inflammatory cytokine of these cells, induces HSC apoptosis and cell cycle arrest, thus behaving in an anti-fibrotic manner [52]. This behaviour is shown to allow fibrosis reversibility via shifting the immune response from inflammation to resolution, particularly within early to moderate liver fibrogenesis [53]. In fact, NK cells maintain this anti-fibrotic role within advanced fibrosis due to the hallmark IFN-γ production, which is also reported to downregulate TGF-β expression [54]. As such, tuning NK cell effector functions represents an appealing immunotherapeutic strategy for many liver diseases. Direct investigation into NK-cell-based therapies in liver fibrosis settings remains limited, and further in vivo analysis of NK–HSC spatiotemporal interaction is required before the
true beneficial extent of NK-cell-based engineering can be established [51]. However, pilot studies investigating the clinical administration of IFN-γ-1b (a recombinant form of human IFN-γ) demonstrated a reduction in advanced fibrosis in selected HCV- and HBV-infected patients, supporting its well-documented anti-fibrotic role and suggesting a favourable biologic rationale in certain patient subgroups [55].

As discussed, this innate cell network can efficiently induce inflammation in response to damaging stimuli. However, the bridging of the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system is of equal importance in liver damage and fibrosis settings. Alongside macrophages and monocytes, dendritic cells (DCs) are a proficient population of heterogenous APCs. While hepatic-resident DCs exist, their distribution is sparse, primarily being found within portal regions and, sporadically, the parenchyma. Despite their low frequency, DCs can produce copious amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α and IL-1 derivatives, and possess a remarkable migratory capacity, primarily distinguishing them from macrophages. The migration of DCs out of the liver may be critically linked to their significant MMP production, suggesting a potential influence on fibrogenesis [56]. Moreover, as professional APCs, DCs possess the ability to process and present antigens to adaptive lymphocytes. After migration to secondary lymphoid organs, antigen presentation to naïve T cells enables proliferation and differentiation into CD4+ T helper (Th) and CD8+ T cytotoxic (Tc) cell subsets [41]. DCs can also engage B lymphocyte function via cell–cell contact. Consequently, these immunological functions of DCs enable a superior promotion of adaptive immune responses. This distinguishes them from KCs and is postulated to provide hepatic DCs with an indirect capability to regulate fibrosis, potentially behaving as a central axis in conjunction with KCs for the elicitation of tolerogenic or inflammatory responses [57]. However, the role of hepatic DCs in liver fibrogenesis is less clear than that of KCs and infiltrating monocytes. Depending on fibrosis aetiology, DCs could play antagonistic roles in liver fibrogenesis; in ALD, alcohol intake is suggested to impair the proficiency of DCs, resulting in diminished adaptive cell proliferation [58]. NAFLD ablation studies further reported conflicting evidence in the role of DCs throughout disease evolution, depending on the experimental setting [59]. Evidently, DCs could elicit exogenous signalling manipulation due to their innate–adaptive mediatory ability. Understanding whether these cells should be targeted for treating fibrosis will be a key area of future research, particularly the relationship of different DC subsets with MMPs and the suggested role that DCs may regulate the number and activity of cells which control fibrosis development, including NK cells and CD8+ cells [56].

2.2. Adaptive Immune Cells

DCs are essential regulators for the maintenance of a tolerogenic hepatic microenvironment. This ability lies in their capacity to induce specific T cell subsets and B cell subsets, establishing the lymphocyte population via highly specialised human leukocyte antigen (HLA) signalling and cytokine secretion [60]. The role of B cells within liver fibrosis remains relatively obscure in comparison to T cells. Being implicated mainly within infection- or autoimmune-induced liver fibrosis, B cell function is thought to centre around autoantibody production and the ability to activate HSCs for myofibroblast differentiation, the central mechanism of liver fibrogenesis [61,62]. Similarly, CD8+ Tc cells are vital for initiating killing mechanisms against malignancies and cells infected with intracellular pathogens. While the involvement of CD8+ Tc cells in liver fibrosis is also incompletely understood, models of acute liver injury have demonstrated their potential role in HSC activation [63]. Comparatively, memory populations of tissue-resident CD8+ T cells have been shown to promote fibrosis resolution via HSC apoptosis under NASH, demonstrating a disparate role. Further studies which identify antigens contributing to CD8+ T memory cell development, likely from gut-derived and intrinsic molecules, under these conditions are warranted. However, the manipulation of this antigenic environment could stimulate pro-resolving T cell receptor (TCR) clonotypes [64]. Additionally, experimental models of NAFLD have conveyed the potential immunoregulatory role of CD8+ Tc cells during
liver fibrosis via the production of IL-10 [65,66]. While IL-10 has not been categorised as anti-fibrotic, several in vivo reports have suggested the regulatory cytokine may play a role in protecting the liver against fibrogenesis assault, and it thus presents an enticing anti-fibrotic therapeutic angle [67].

Much like macrophages, CD4+ Th cells express a fundamental dichotomy which instigates a reciprocal antagonistic relationship for homeostatic maintenance. Depending on the cytokine milieu at the time of activation, naïve CD4+ T cells have the potential to differentiate into one of two principal effector subtypes: Th1 or Th2 cells. The former are denoted as pro-inflammatory, relying on the expression of IL-12 and IFN-γ for differentiation, and implicate M1 macrophages in type 1 pro-inflammatory immune responses. Conversely, Th2 cells mirror anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages, orchestrating type 2 resolution-like responses [68] with the production of the signature cytokines IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 [48,49]. While both phenotypes have been implicated in liver fibrosis immunopathology, it is acknowledged that dysregulated type 2 responses cultivate fibrogenesis in the presence of persistent injury to initiate chronic wound healing [69–71]. However, resembling KCs, the Th cell population is not simple, and the understanding of CD4+ Th cell lineages has significantly developed; decades of experimental investigation has identified at least seven CD4+ Th cell subsets (Figure 3). In addition, these lymphocytes have the potential to switch phenotypes, and even adopt intermediary states, depending on the cytokine environment and expression of specific lineage-defining transcription factors [72,73]. This is feasible due to the plasticity that the majority of CD4+ T cells retain after differentiation. As such, this ability offers an opportunity to better understand how subsets interact with one another and with the microenvironment, which could be therapeutically manipulated in endless disease settings. The domain of T cell therapy has rapidly expanded in recent years, particularly in relation to cancer and autoimmune disease treatment, with an emphasis on cell engineering and cytokine co-operative approaches [74]. However, the potential for therapeutic use for liver fibrosis remains comparatively unexplored. Additionally, the identification of the Th17 phenotype has led to the recent establishment of type 3 immunity: an effector response driven by cells with an enhanced ability to produce the signature cytokines IL-17A, IL-17F, and IL-22 [75,76]. These cytokines are reported to have pro-fibrogenic roles and are markers of liver fibrosis, with important producers in situ being Th17 and Th22 cells [75,76]. The function of Th17 cells has also been extensively reported in promoting distinctive hepatocellular injuries and HSC activation via TGF-β signalling, thus indirectly and directly promoting liver fibrogenesis [77,78].

The T cell repertoire is vast, each with unique effector functions. While the immunopathology of each fibrotic disease is distinctive, convergent roles exist due to the biological mechanisms of each cell subset, including their cytokine profiles and ability to interact other cell types, such as fibroblasts. Some cells may express a dual nature, with the capacity to inhibit and exacerbate fibrogenic processes [49].

Presently, a T cell subset which has gained investigational traction within a hepatic fibrosis setting is that of regulatory T cells (Tregs), a specialised population with the capacity to suppress immune responses. The role of these cells within liver fibrosis remains elusive and contentious, perhaps due to the complexity in defining specific Treg phenotypes [79,80]. Delineating the potential role of Tregs within liver fibrosis may provide a deeper insight into the mechanisms governing wound-healing responses. Therefore, this review will examine the current evidence of Treg function within liver fibrosis, with an exploration of prospective therapeutic agents which may manipulate Treg mechanisms for fibrotic resolution.
3. Regulatory T Cells

As the name alludes to, Tregs have a central role in regulating the immune response, namely the initiation and maintenance of peripheral tolerance and homeostasis; hence, they are vital within liver immunology. Identified in 1995 as a specialised subset of CD4+ Th cells, characterised by their high expression of the IL-2 receptor α-chain (CD25) [81], the understanding of Treg biology has exponentially grown in the following decades. Significantly, the identification of transcriptional regulatory forkhead box P3 (FoxP3) as the focal transcription factor defining Treg lineages was a breakthrough facilitating subset characterisation [82]. The purification of “real” human Tregs, as opposed to other effector T cells which may adopt these markers after activation, is also facilitated by the downregulated expression of the IL-7 receptor α-chain (CD127) with weak positive or negative CD25 expression, showing a reverse correlation [83,84]. In addition, the production of pleiotropic regulatory cytokines, namely IL-10, TGF-β, and IL-35, facilitates the suppressive functions of Tregs (Figure 4). These signature cytokines can inhibit the proliferation of naïve lymphocytes, as well as directly impede antigen presentation for the generation of tolerogenic DCs in the periphery [85,86]. Despite these defining features, the ability to functionally identify specific markers of CD4+ Treg phenotypes has remained challenging, as no singular marker is constitutive to this heterogeneous population of cells, including that aforementioned [83].

Tregs have the ability to suppress immune responses in an antigen-dependent manner, such as via T cell receptors (TCRs) or in an antigen-independent manner (also known as bystander suppression), such as cytokine secretion. An interesting function of Tregs which are CD25<sup>hi</sup> is their ability to behave as IL-2 sinks; by soaking up free IL-2 within the microenvironment, they can dampen local pro-inflammatory signalling [87].
Ontogenetically, Tregs may be differentiated into naïve CD4+ T cells in the thymus, being termed “natural” Tregs (nTregs), or outside the thymus (such as in secondary lymphoid organs or in cell culture) whereby they are denoted as “inducible” Tregs (iTregs) [88,89]. The former may be promoted when thymocytes have potent TCR signalling in conjunction with CD28 co-stimulation without instigating negative selection, committing the progenitor cell to the nTreg lineage. Conversely, iTregs are produced under particular antigenic conditions from mature T cells, including TGF-β and IL-2 in the cytokine microenvironment, alongside weak TCR signalling [90,91]. It should be emphasised that, while the markers denoting both nTreg and iTreg lineages have been documented within mice studies, the surface markers within humans are yet to be revealed. FoxP3 transiency has been denoted denoting both nTreg and iTreg lineages have been documented within mice studies, the

Concerning immune-mediated liver injury, our understanding of the intrahepatic Treg pool is still developing. The liver participates in specific physiological processes, including detoxification and haemostasis; hence, resident Treg metabolism and function will be specialised in comparison to circulatory Tregs [95]. While the majority of Tregs are produced within the thymus, the liver appears to be a substantial source for peripheral iTregs, with hepatic Treg generation being linked to the organ’s aptitude to instigate peripheral immune tolerance [96]. Traditional effector markers, including FoxP3, CTLA-4 (cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen-4), and IL-10, are essential for denoting Treg function and activation states. However, the subclassification of liver- and microenvironment-specific phenotypes
of tissue-resident Tregs and how these integrate local signalling has channelled the possibility of modulating Treg phenotypes at a more precise scale. Under homeostatic conditions, hepatic Tregs have been reported as predominantly effector memory Tregs (mTregs) with minimal IL-2 in the microenvironment, dampening their immunosuppressive function [97]. The division of Tregs into memory and resting (rTreg) categories was first defined in a mice model; however, human orthologues have been demarcated by the variable expression of CD45 and FoxP3. Human rTregs are characterised by CD45RA+FoxP3low, while human mTregs have a CD45RA-FoxP3high phenotype with high expression of CD45RO, the memory isoform of CD45 (Figure 5) [98–101]. Additionally, the intrahepatic microenvironment is highly enriched with hormones, metabolites, and cytokines promoting Treg induction. For instance, the pro-inflammatory cytokines produced during liver inflammation, such as IFN-γ and IL-1β [102], can induce a hypoxic environment which subsequently stabilises stress proteins, particularly hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α), considered to be a master regulator of this process. This transcription factor is expressed in naive CD4+ T cells, and upon activation, can incite FoxP3 expression to prompt an iTreg phenotype [97]. The activation of the HIF-1α pathway is also suggested to exert control over the Treg/Th17 ratio, alongside many other significant signalling dynamics, and may bolster the immunosuppressive capacity of Tregs [95,103]. While hypoxic environments have been shown to promote liver fibrosis advancement, this ability to upregulate immunosuppressive mechanisms may be an interesting molecular target, as hypoxia has been shown to attenuate liver fibrosis and promote regeneration in recent in vivo models [104]. Notably, the liver–gut axis has also been suggested to influence and maintain Treg differentiation within the liver, such as in the development of NASH. In addition to an inverted Treg/Th17 balance, NASH patients display a “leaky gut”, increasing exposure to PAMPs and DAMPs, which can be delivered directly to the liver via the portal vein. Significant data suggest that altered DAMP profiles can directly impact FoxP3 expression, and accordingly iTreg generation due to a critical mechanism prompted by TLR signalling. In particular, the ligation of TLR2 heterodimers has been shown to promote Treg proliferation whilst simultaneously reducing the suppressive function, likely via downregulated FoxP3 expression [105]. Comparatively, exposure to many other inflammatory conditions can be detrimental to Treg survival [106]. This demonstrates the unclear role of Tregs in hepatic fibrogenesis, suggesting it may be contextual to the specific injury perpetuating the liver, potentially alongside the predominant Treg phenotype engaging in the immunopathogenesis of the disease. Both factors will be taken into consideration when deliberating the current evidence presented on the role of Tregs in liver fibrogenesis.

**Figure 5.** Classification of human Treg subpopulations.

FoxP3 and CD45RA expression have been suggested as important features when defining the activation state and suppressive capacity of human Treg populations. While
3.1. Tregs as Potential Inducers of Liver Fibrosis

Due to the tolerogenic nature of Tregs, it could be expected they would exert an attenuative role in liver fibrogenesis. Of the liver diseases, perhaps the most well discussed in respect to the role of Tregs is viral hepatitis, likely due to the global burden [107]. It is known that as the body undergoes many types of injury, the expansion of Treg populations is initiated [108–110]. Expectedly, patients chronically infected with HBV are reported to have increased numbers of infiltrating CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Tregs, displaying a positive correlation with HBV DNA in the serum. It may be inferred that the proliferation of Tregs is directly linked to the rate of viral replication. This was concurrent with the infection severity, showing increasing Treg infiltration into the liver, which may be indicative of an advanced fibrotic grade due to projected disease progression [111]. As this study is consistent with other reports, the circulating Tregs may elicit a viral persistence mechanism by potentially modulating HBV-specific immune responses [112–114]. Accordingly, these data demonstrate the potential pathogenic role of Tregs within HBV infection and indirect role in hepatic fibrosis progression. While the underlying cause of increased Tregs in response to HBV is yet to be clarified, it can be postulated that continual exposure to signature pro-fibrotic cytokines and HBV antigens elicits iTreg generation. For example, the presence of hepatitis B envelope antigen (HBeAg) during chronic HBV infection is shown to positively correlate with the number of peripheral iTregs via transforming CD4+CD25-T cells into CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Tregs, alongside an augmented ability to produce TGF-β in vitro [115].

As activated HSCs are the primary source of free TGF-β in the liver, their continual stimulation sustains a pro-fibrogenic milieu at the onset of hepatic fibrosis [116,117]. Consequently, it could be hypothesised to cause a Treg surplus, which may become detrimental and contribute to end-stage cirrhosis during chronic wound healing. In this context, the suppression of Treg proliferation and/or activity may offer a desirable strategy for subjugating the underlying liver disease and indirectly perturbing liver fibrosis. Several Treg ablation methods have been demonstrated within various experimental investigations; however, as a therapeutic technique, which delivery mechanisms would enable safe and efficacious treatment, where, and when still require vigorous debate.

In contrast, the frequency of Tregs during HCV infection has remained controversial. Similar to chronic HBV infections, some data report an increase in peripheral Tregs [118,119] as the severity of HCV escalates, as well as in the liver [120,121]. Intriguingly, several chronic HCV patients were shown to harbour CD4+CD25+ Tregs with elevated suppressive activity, which could inhibit the differentiation of CD8+ Tc cells and the production of IFN-γ [122]. Further, while the cytokine profiles of the Treg phenotypes were not entirely clarified within these studies, one report described the expansion of intrahepatic IL-8-producing CD4+FoxP3+ Tregs during chronic HCV infection [123]. The major pro-fibrotic cytokines encompass TGF-β, IL-13, as well as IL-33 in the case of chronic hepatocellular injury [124]. However, IL-8—a principal chemokine facilitating immune cell infiltration into inflammatory sites—has been reported to enable mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) differentiation into fibroblasts for collagen production in pulmonary fibrosis [125]; hence, it has been identified as a non-invasive biomarker for liver fibrosis. During chronic liver disease, IL-8 has also been demonstrated to become upregulated intrahepatically by parenchymal and non-parenchymal liver cells [126]. Thus, this study reports an additional source of IL-8 during liver fibrosis immunopathology. The IL-8-producing Treg phenotype was, coincidingly, proposed to induce pro-fibrogenic markers in HSCs, including TIMP1, MMP2 and α-SMA, signifying an activated state for established collagen synthesis [123]. TIMP-1 and α-SMA are serum biomarkers for liver fibrosis [127], although the role of MMP2 is controversial. Depending on the liver disease aetiology, both pro-fibrotic and anti-fibrotic roles have been suggested [128]. Within this report, it is possible that MMP2 behaves in a pro-fibrotic manner. Due to IL-8 being a powerful chemoattractant, this Treg phenotype
could increase the infiltration of circulating inflammatory cells into the hepatic environment, demonstrated in vitro via the recruitment of neutrophils [129]. These inflammatory cells may contribute to liver fibrogenesis depending on the cytokine milieu, in particular TGF-β, which was also upregulated in response to IL-8 production [123,125]. Accordingly, the IL-8-producing Treg phenotype could be perceived as a functional “pro-inflammatory” subpopulation [130], although not as robust as Th1 or Th17 cell induction. Indeed, high levels of IL-8 are associated with liver fibrosis progression; a report demonstrated that elevated intrahepatic IL-8 was directly associated with increased neutrophil infiltration under primary biliary cirrhosis, and with hepatic macrophage infiltration in non-cholestatic cirrhosis [126]. Whether this presents an angle for therapeutic intervention is yet to be discussed despite the concurrent association of IL-8 with other fibrotic diseases, including idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and cardiac fibrosis [125,131]. Fascinatingly, one study reported the use of intravenous transfusion of epithelial cells transduced with IL-8 receptors as able to significantly inhibit pro-inflammatory mediator production and thus the infiltration of innate inflammatory cells in post-myocardial infarction hearts of rats. By mimicking neutrophil behaviour, the application of these cells resulted in an effectively increased viable myocardium and reduced fibrosis by inhibiting IL-8 activated pro-inflammatory responses (Table 1) [132]. Whether this experimental design could be extrapolated to hepatic epithelial cells would be an interesting area of research. However, the source of IL-8 production appears to be multifaceted, and the chemokine may recruit immune phenotypes which aid in fibrosis resolution. Additionally, while these data are appealing, IL-8-producing Tregs are suggested to be in small quantities under homeostatic conditions; hence, further investigation into whether additional IL-8 CD4+FoxP3+ Treg infiltration or differentiation occurs and the extent of their role within liver fibrogenesis is required [133].
Table 1. Experimental liver fibrosis treatments including in vivo and human clinical trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authorship, Year, Title</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Study Findings</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, X. et al. (2013) Endothelial cells overexpressing IL-8 receptor reduce cardiac remodelling following myocardial infarction.</td>
<td>Myocardial infarction model induced by left anterior descending coronary artery ligation in male Sprague-Dawley rats.</td>
<td>Cell-based therapy was able to indirectly reduce fibrosis by decreasing inflammatory cell infiltration by reducing IL-8-mediated pro-inflammatory responses. This may be possible to apply to liver fibrosis models.</td>
<td>[132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abe, H. et al. (2016) Effective prevention of liver fibrosis by liver-targeted hydrodynamic gene delivery of matrix metalloproteinase-13 in a rat liver fibrosis model.</td>
<td>Liver fibrosis model induced by bile duct ligation in female Wistar rats.</td>
<td>Liver-targeted delivery of MMP13 gene led to decreased levels of hyaluronic acid and a decreased volume of fibrotic tissue, thus may be an effective antifibrotic genetic therapeutic for preventing liver fibrosis progression.</td>
<td>[134]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, E.-J. et al. (2011) Antifibrotic effect of MMP13-encoding plasmid DNA delivered using polyethylenimine shielded with hyaluronic acid.</td>
<td>CCL4-induced murine model of liver fibrosis.</td>
<td>Administration of plasmid DNA encoding MMP13 (pMMP13) resulted in increased expression of MMP13 and reduced collagen I deposition in liver tissue with the potential to ameliorate collagen deposition and support fibrosis recovery.</td>
<td>[135]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He, B. et al. (2017) The imbalance of Th17/Treg cells is involved in the progression of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease in mice.</td>
<td>Murine model (C57BL/6 mice) of NAFLD.</td>
<td>High-fat-fed mice had a higher frequency of intrahepatic Th17 cells, and lower frequencies of Tregs compared to a normal diet. Use of polyene phosphatidylcholine capsules demonstrated the ability to restore the Treg/Th17 ratio cell balance to reduce inflammation and thus fibrosis within the liver.</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu, Y. et al. (2019) Interleukin 10 gene-modified bone marrow-derived dendritic cells attenuate liver fibrosis in mice by inducing regulatory T cells and inhibiting the TGF-β/Smad signaling pathway.</td>
<td>CCL4-induced murine model (BALB/c mice) of liver fibrosis.</td>
<td>Lentiviral transduction of IL-10 gene in DCs could expand Tregs and inhibit the TGF-b/smad signalling pathway, offering an exciting therapeutic option for liver fibrosis via production of Tregs.</td>
<td>[137]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkey Lewis, P. et al. (2020) Alternatively activated macrophages promote the resolution of necrosis following acute liver injury.</td>
<td>Murine model (APAP-ALI mice) of acetaminophen-induced acute liver injury.</td>
<td>Macrophage-based cell therapy demonstrated the ability to reduce hepatocellular necrosis and inflammation and promote liver regeneration.</td>
<td>[138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watanabe, Y. et al. (2019) Mesenchymal stem cells and induced bone-marrow-derived macrophages synergistically improve liver fibrosis in mice.</td>
<td>CCL4-induced murine model (C57BL/6 mice) of cirrhosis.</td>
<td>Cell therapies using MSCs could be an effective method of treating liver fibrosis, most likely by supporting an M2 phenotypic switch in macrophages, facilitating high phagocytic activity for hepatocyte debris clearance, whilst also increasing hepatocyte proliferation.</td>
<td>[139]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authorship, Year, Title</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Study Findings</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bird, T.G. et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Murine model (C57BL/6J mice) of acetaminophen poisoning, and post-transplant human liver tissue.</td>
<td>Using a novel TGFβ inhibitor (SB525334), treatment was able to improve the survival of hepatocytes via a reduction in senescence and enhance liver regeneration. This likely ameliorates liver fibrosis progression by removing the risk of liver injury and hepatic senescence associated with acetaminophen poisoning.</td>
<td>[140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amor, C. et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Murine models of CCl4-induced liver fibrosis and diet-induced NASH, and human liver biopsy samples from patients with liver fibrosis.</td>
<td>uPAR-targeted CAR T cells were shown to eliminate senescent cells both in vitro and in vivo, with no notable toxicity in mice, and were also shown to eliminate senescent HSCs which instigated the resolution of hepatic fibrosis and improved liver functionality.</td>
<td>[141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aghajanian, H. et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Murine model of myocardial infarction model via transverse aortic constriction.</td>
<td>Adoptive transfer of FAP-specific CAR T cells were shown to target quiescent cardiac fibroblasts and reduced the level of fibrosis within the heart. Restoration of cardiac function was also seen post-treatment.</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oo, Y.H. et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Proof-of-concept study in four patients with autoimmune hepatitis.</td>
<td>Adoptive transfer of autologous polyclonal GMP-grade Tregs showed a suppressive effector phenotype with homing to the inflamed liver, with off-target migration only occurring to the spleen and bone marrow.</td>
<td>[143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sánchez-Fueyo, A. et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Two-site, open-label, dose escalation, Phase I clinical trial in patients undergoing adult cadaveric liver transplantation.</td>
<td>The trial demonstrated that adoptive transfer of autologous polyclonal GMP-grade Tregs was safe and increased the levels of circulatory Tregs. This presents the opportunity of a Treg-based immunotherapy to reduce the dependence of immunosuppression after liver transplantation.</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, K.R. et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Single dose of intravenous administration of APCs into wild-type C57BL/6 mice.</td>
<td>APCs were able to induce Tregs and instigate a potent suppressive phenotype with a high concentration of TGFβ within the spleen and lymph nodes. The therapy represents an exciting “off-the-shelf” therapeutic in comparison to adoptive transfer, but its capacity to treat liver diseases is still unclear.</td>
<td>[145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gu, L. et al. (2016)</td>
<td>CCl4-induced murine model (C57BL/6 mice) of liver fibrosis.</td>
<td>Intraperitoneal administration of rapamycin was shown to correct the Th17/Treg imbalance by reducing Th17 cells and increasing Treg cell levels, with a high suppressive ability leading to suppression in hepatic fibrogenesis.</td>
<td>[146]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nonetheless, HCV and HBV are not the only infections which can elicit liver fibrosis. Many parasites tend to express liver tropism during certain stages of their life cycle, causing hepatocellular damage and fibrosis [147,148]. One such parasite is Clonorchis sinensis, commonly referred to as Chinese liver fluke, which infects mammals to instigate clonorchiasis and biliary fibrosis [149]. As with many parasitic infections, pro-fibrotic type 2 immune responses are highly upregulated for host protection [48,49,150]. Therefore, the expansion of Treg populations to control the anti-parasitic response would be expected. Indeed, an elegant study investigating hepatic CD4+ Th cell profiles of different mouse strains reported their potential role during biliary fibrosis in response to C. sinensis [151]. A dramatic increase in hepatic Th2 and CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Treg cells, alongside their respective cytokines, including IL-4 and TGF-β, was seen in BALB/c and FVB mice. Crucially, upregulation was positively correlated with hepatic hydroxyproline content, an essential component of all collagen types for stability and thus a tool for identifying collagen metabolism [151,152]. The most extreme fibrotic changes resemblant of cirrhosis were identified in FVB mice, followed by severe fibrosis in BALB/c mice in contrast to the C57BL/6 and control strains. While the study did not identify the underlying mechanisms of the Th cell subsets, the data strongly suggest potential roles in the formation of biliary fibrosis, supported by the production of pro-fibrogenic cytokines by both subsets. Comparatively, a slight increase in hepatic Th1 and Th17 populations was reported; however, it was not suggested to be significant between infected and non-infected mice [151]. Interestingly, another study investigating C. sinensis infection in mice identified a significant increase in the hepatic Treg/Th17 ratio as infection developed, causing an imbalance. This shifted axis was shown to be positively correlated with increased inflammatory cell infiltration and collagen deposition, the latter identified via hydroxyproline, during progressive infection. While the exact role of Tregs was not clarified in this study, it is suggested to be centred around the induction of peripheral tolerance to C. sinensis and could contribute to fibrosis progression. Thus, it is curious as to why the prior study did not identify a significant increase in Th17 cells between infected and non-infected mice when both studies used BALB/c strains. This could be due to differences in experimental setup, such as the number of mice used and length of study; a more significant increase in Th17 cells and disruption to Treg/Th17 ratios may occur at more advanced stages of infection, as demonstrated by the latter study [153].

Aside from infection models, many in vivo experiments artificially induce liver fibrosis via physical intercession, such as bile duct ligation (BDL), or using hepatotoxins, such as carbon tetrachloride (CCl4). Principally, CCl4-induced liver fibrosis via single or repeated application is one of the most common experimental models [154], as it becomes metabolised into radicals by liver cytochrome P450 enzymes which prompt fibrosis [155]. When using this method in a cirrhosis mice model, one research group reported hepatic fibre degradation was inhibited by the action of CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Tregs to enable fibrosis persistence. It was demonstrated that Tregs were able to alter the TIMP/MMP balance within the liver microenvironment, thus determining the proteolytic activity controlling ECM turnover. Namely, Treg depletion showed increased ratios of TIMP1 with MMP9 and MMP13, alongside depleted hepatic TGF-β levels [156]. MMP13 has been established as a key collagenase for fibrosis resolution in experimental rat models, with investigation into its application as an antifibrotic therapy; experimental administration of hyaluronic-acid-shielded plasmids encoding MMP13 DNA has been shown to enhance hepatic MMP13 expression and reduced collagen deposition, highlighting its potential as a genetic antifibrotic strategy [134,135]. Conversely, the role of MMP9 is contentious within liver fibrosis amid reports of both anti-fibrotic and pro-fibrotic characteristics depending on the animal model used and cell origin (Figure 6) [30]. However, in combination with reduced TGF-β and TIMP-1 expression, this ratio is indicative of a pro-fibrogenic response. Interestingly, Treg depletion also caused enhanced expression of MMP2 and MMP14. Several reports have suggested the resolving nature of both MMPs within various stages of liver fibrosis to promote ECM degradation,
Although there remains some controversy, particularly for MMP2 [128]. This expression of MMP2 after Treg ablation is in direct contrast with a prior study, which correlated MMP2 upregulation with an increase in IL-8 CD4+FoxP3+ Treg cells [123]. There are likely many factors regulating the fibrotic activity of MMP’s, including the cytokine milieu [128,157], and it may be possible that the secretion of MMP2 is specific to a certain Treg phenotype, or not directly linked to Treg expansion at all. Considering this, the expression profile after Treg depletion may be indicative of fibre degradation, supporting the notion that Tregs could prevent fibrosis regression. Additionally, the authors identified that Treg ablation resulted in increased levels of NK cells and M1 KCs [156]. This is reinforced by preceding work on a CCL4-induced liver fibrosis model; Tregs were demonstrated to suppress the activity of NK cells and M1 KCs [158], both suggested to be anti-fibrotic in nature due to their distinctive IFN-γ expression [42,52,159]. Thus, the conduction of chronic inflammation is seemingly favoured by the action of Tregs in this study, enabling fibrosis persistence. The immune regulation of NK cells during liver fibrosis is also supported in the context of chronic HCV infection; intrahepatic accumulation of Tregs was reported to modify the interaction between NK cells and HSCs via cell-contact-dependent inhibition and the downregulation of HLA-I in HSCs, an NK-cell-activating receptor ligand. The mechanisms mediating these responses involved the secretion of CTLA-4, a co-inhibitory receptor for T cells indicating an active state, and TGF-β and IL-8, respectively [160]. Blockade of NK cell inhibitors has been suggested as a potential immunotherapeutic to protect against fibrosis; clinical trials using tremelimumab, an anti-CTLA-4 monoclonal antibody, to treat HCC are currently underway with promising results. By inhibiting the downregulatory reaction of CTLA-4 binding to its ligand, B7, T cell effector mechanisms are elicited alongside NK cell activation [3]. However, the microenvironement and cellular interactions of HCC differ greatly at earlier and later stages of fibrosis due to underlying liver injury (Figure 2); hence, further exploration into the antagonistic relationship between Treg and NK cell signalling is required before this type of broad spectrum therapeutic could be clinically applied. Nevertheless, these data advocate for Treg contribution of fibrogenesis by protecting HSCs from NK-cell-induced apoptosis, a key mechanism for a reduction in liver fibrosis.

**Figure 6.** Schematic representation of how Tregs could either promote or suppress liver fibrosis.
Within the liver microenvironment, Tregs can induce fibrotic responses mostly via a direct impact on fibroblast/stellate cells and mesenchymal stem cells, leading to increased collagen deposition (e.g., in response to high levels of TGF-β), or the suppression of collagen degradation (e.g., via the suppression of MMPs). Paradoxically, Tregs can also suppress inflammatory signalling and profibrotic responses via direct suppression of effector T cells, inducing a regulatory phenotype in antigen-presenting cells (e.g., via the production of IL-10 or via direct cell–cell contact). In the figure, red arrows = inhibition/downregulation, and blue arrows = expansion/upregulation [116,117,123,126,161–163].

3.2. Potential Role of Tregs in the Attenuation of Liver Fibrosis

Despite the evidence proposing an aggravative role of Tregs in pathogenic liver fibrosis, the notion that Tregs may ameliorate fibroplasia is also supported by various studies. Concerning infectious liver disease, a schistosomiasis mice model reported that CD4+CD25+ Tregs alongside innate APCs were able to protect the liver from damage and fibrosis progression due to elevated secretion of IL-10 [161]. Similarly, one report identifying the increased frequency of infiltrating CD4+FoxP3+ Tregs in the livers of chronic HCV patients alluded that the cells may limit the extent of hepatic fibrosis also due to the production of IL-10. These cells expressed a highly activated effector memory phenotype, as indicated by the expression of CTLA-4 and CD45RO (the memory isoform of CD45RA) [164]. Comparatively to some chronic HBV infection studies in humans, [111–113] this study identified a significant inverse correlation between the fibrosis score and intrahepatic Tregs; the CD4+FoxP3+ mTregs were only found in HCV-infected livers with limited fibrosis and did not correlate with the load of HCV RNA or alanine transaminase (ALT), a fundamental marker of liver injury [164,165]. Taken together, these data suggest the protective role of IL-10-producing Tregs against infection-induced fibrosis.

An experimental model of acute HBV infection also supported this protective function of Tregs, suggesting recruitment of CD4+FoxP3+ nTregs to the liver can limit hepatocellular damage at the expense of viral persistence. The immunosuppressive mechanism controlling this was proposed to be the regulation of DC and macrophage influx into the liver during early infection, as well as weakening TNF-α-producing T cell responses, particularly CD8+ Tc cells, to limit pro-inflammatory cytokine secretion [166]. This HBV-specific damage is distinctive to that of a chronic wound-healing response; however, limiting this initial injury could delay the initiation of early fibrogenesis in response. The relationship of mTregs with HBV chronicity progression was further delineated in a comprehensive investigation. Different infection stages in humans were analysed; only levels of mTregs with a robust suppressive ability were shown to infiltrate the hepatic environment during advanced inflammatory stages [100], comparable to a prior study [111]. In contrast to HCV infection [164], these cells positively correlated with serum ALT levels, and consequently, the authors suggested mTregs simply regulate ongoing HCV-induced liver injury rather than directly exacerbating hepatocellular damage. However, the authors did not histochemically analyse the extent of hepatic fibrosis within the different infection stages, most likely due to the invasive nature of biopsy; thus, it can only be assumed that fibrosis would be worse at more advanced stages based on the understanding of viral hepatitis infection [100]. Consequently, a correlation between Treg infiltration and the extent of fibrosis cannot be definitively determined within this study. Nonetheless, what is noteworthy is the identification of the galectin-9/Tim-3 interaction, which enables mTreg expansion [100], reported to be the mechanism which also elicited the differentiation of IL-8-producing CD4+FoxP3+ Tregs [123].

Galectin-9 is a tandem lectin highly expressed within the liver and is the natural ligand of Tim-3 receptor (T cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain containing protein 3). The galectin-9-Tim-3 signalosome is associated with cell renewal, but in the case of hepatocellular damage, displays a dichotomous role depending on the injury. For example, in viral hepatitis and liver ischemia, galectin-9 is reported to enable viral persistence and attenuate hepatocyte damage, correspondingly. However, during autoimmune hepatitis, galectin-9+
Tregs can control the disease severity by regulating IL-17- and IFN-γ-producing cells, such as the Th17 and Th1 subsets [162,163,167]. Additionally, Tim-3+ Treg cells exist in small quantities; however, the enhancement of Tregs by this receptor is strongly associated with increased IL-10 expression, which may be indicative of anti-fibrotic properties and the suppression of Th17 cells [168]. Evidently, more research into the galectin-9/Tim-3 relationship with Tregs needs to be accomplished before its impact on injury-specific liver fibrosis can be fully established. Despite this paradigm, it again highlights the role of the Treg/Th17 ratio and how this may impact fibrosis. The tentative relationship between these two cell types has been suggested as both synergistic and antagonistic, much like that of Th1 and Th2 cells [169]. Defining this further in the case of liver diseases, an imbalance usually denotes an increase in Th17 cells and a decrease in Tregs, skewing to a pro-inflammatory environment during the onset of injury. Several studies have reported this, with an increase in intrahepatic Treg populations as liver damage becomes more advanced, progressing to cirrhosis. However, rather than Tregs being associated with direct fibrotic damage, their expansion is suggested to arbitrate inhibitory responses towards upregulated pro-fibrotic Th17 cells [153,169,170].

The effect of downregulated Tregs and imbalanced Treg/Th17 ratios has also been reported within retrospective studies and mice models of NAFLD; amplified populations of peripheral and intrahepatic Th17 cells in conjunction with diminished Treg populations enable the progression of liver disease, encompassing fibrosis. Thus, it can be inferred that the expansion of Tregs at later stages of liver injury is a suppressive response to regulate the level of Th17 cells, with fewer rTregs circulating in the periphery due to their activation into CD4+CD25hiFoxP3+ Treg phenotypes [136,171]. Supporting this notion is the plasticity of Tregs and Th17 cells within the idea of type 3 inflammatory responses. One study demonstrated that dysregulation of the Treg/Th17 ratio enabled increased production of signature type 3 cytokines, which in turn advanced fibrosis in vitro and in vivo via the enhancement of TGF-β signalling in human liver disease aetiologies and CCL4-induced liver fibrosis in mice. Concordant to the preceding results, the authors noted a positive correlation between the frequency of CD4+FoxP3hi Tregs and increased serum ALT levels as fibrosis became more advanced. However, their cellular distribution in fibrotic lesions was not consistent, unlike the unscarred parenchyma within cirrhotic livers [76]. One explanation for this observed imbalance is that of CD4+ Th cell transdifferentiation. FoxP3+ differentiation of Tregs is not a stagnant lineage, and the development of an IL-17-producing phenotype of Tregs or a phenotypic switch to a true Th17 subset has been widely reported in the presence of IL-6, which can aggravate fibrosis [172]. Considering this, it could be assumed that the transdifferentiation of Tregs towards a more pro-inflammatory Th17 phenotype may contribute to Treg depletion during early liver injury, thus promoting fibrosis. As liver chronicity and fibrosis develops, the suppressive CD4+ Treg population would repopulate, potentially via the transdifferentiation of Th17 subsets into particular Treg phenotypes, to control the ongoing damage. However, more research needs to be undertaken before this concept can be definitively supported [75,76,172].

As seen, experimental models of Tregs in liver damage have additionally provided evidence for their potential attenuative roles in the development of fibrosis, conflicting with other reports [156,160]. Recently, a CCl4-induced in vivo mice model of liver inflammation identified that CD4+FoxP3+ Tregs inhibit fibrosis via the regulation of chronic inflammatory signatures in the liver, particularly the infiltration of Th2 cells and M1-type monocytes and macrophages, as well as CD8+ Tc cells. Additionally, prior expansion of Tregs was instigated by the presence of IL-33 release, potentially from damaged hepatocytes, and that depletion of Tregs resulted in higher serum ALT and collagen deposition in comparison to controls. While this study modelled acute liver injury, the elevated expression of tissue fibrosis markers in response to Treg ablation, including α-SMA, strongly indicate a suppressive role against liver fibrosis progression [155]. Coincidingly, hepatic CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Tregs in an acute cholestasis model using BDL demonstrated the ability to modulate liver inflammation and fibrosis. Protection against fibrogenesis was showed via Treg depletion,
which resulted in increased IL-6 production and a reduction in IL-10 by effector T cells in the intrahepatic environment, leading to exacerbated fibrosis [173]. While the precise T cell subset for cytokine production was not defined, the importance of IL-10 production against liver fibrogenesis has been described, suggesting an antagonistic role against TGF-β [137,174–176], supporting the deductions stated earlier regarding protective IL-10-producing Tregs. In agreement with this, a similar BDL cholestasis model demonstrated expanded FoxP3+ Tregs in response to injury and suppression of pro-fibrogenic CD8+ Tc cell and Th17 cell activity, conforming with the severity of fibrosis after Treg ablation. This, clearly, further supports the notion of Treg modulation of the Treg/Th17 ratio and applicable cytokines, which may indirectly influence myofibroblast function during hepatic fibrosis regardless of liver disease aetiology.

3.3. Tregs: Pro-Fibrotic or Protective?

A closer look at the literature highlights the complex role of Tregs in the pathophysiology of liver fibrosis. Comparing different liver disease aetiologies, Treg expansion has shown to be variable in association with fibrosis progression, particularly within viral hepatitis settings. Indeed, most human investigations into the role of Tregs during liver fibrosis has been completed within chronic HCV and HBV patients. Consequently, differences in Treg expansion are most evident within these settings; however, several experimental models have enabled a better understanding of how Tregs may behave during liver fibrosis. Potential exacerbation of fibrosis was demonstrated via the downregulation of protective NK cells and the inhibition of IFN-γ, both anti-fibrotic in nature [160]. This is an expected function of Tregs due to their characteristic suppression of pro-inflammatory mechanisms to control the immune response. Additionally, the discovery of an IL-8+ CD4+FoxP3+ Treg phenotype, which may elicit inflammatory cell infiltration, suggests a pro-fibrotic mechanism due to increased association with collagen synthesis markers [123]. Interestingly, these studies were completed by the same research group, raising the issue of potential bias towards the pro-fibrogenic role of Tregs. More investigation is required before these mechanisms can be directly associated with liver fibrosis progression, although it is indicative of a pathogenic role in chronic injury settings. Associations with the TIMP/MMP balance also suggest Tregs can skew a pro-fibrogenic environment. However, disparities were observed between the two studies suggesting this relationship; one study reported an upregulation of MMP2 and decreased fibrosis in response to CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Treg ablation [156], while another study demonstrated a positive correlation between IL-8+ CD4+FoxP3+ Treg function with MMP2 induction and fibrogenesis [123]. These differences may be due to the differing Treg phenotypes investigated or MMP2 upregulation not being related to Treg expansion; combined with the tentative role of MMP2 within fibroplasia, this relationship remains inconclusive.

Emergent research has indicated the importance of the Treg/Th17 relationship, mirroring that of the Th1/Th2 dichotomy. Understanding this, it could be suggested Th17 cells would aggravate pro-inflammatory damage during liver injury and Tregs would control their response, thus inducing pro-fibrotic regulatory mechanisms, corresponding to Th1 and Th2 subset roles. However, Th17 cells are largely pro-fibrotic via the induction of type 3 immune responses, driving both pro-inflammatory damage and liver fibrogenesis. In response, Treg cells also become progressively upregulated [76]. While the increase in both subsets may be pathologic within the liver, enabling fibrosis progression [153], it is more likely that Tregs expand to dampen the Th17 response, rather than as a direct cause of fibrosis exacerbation. Moreover, although increasing levels of pro-fibrotic TGF-β were associated with hepatic Treg aggregation, TGF-β is likely to exist as a membrane-bound form on Tregs, requiring cell–cell contact to elicit suppression [177]. Additionally, HSCs and Th17 cells have also been reported to be critical sources of free TGF-β in vitro, behaving in an autocrine manner for cell proliferation [116,178]. Hence, it is questionable whether Tregs constitute a significant source of TGF-β to directly progress the pro-fibrotic activation of HSCs in situ. Knowing this, it may be proposed that the Treg/Th17 balance has an inverse
role to that of the Th1/Th2 ratio during liver fibrosis; however, more research would need to be conducted before a clear verdict could be formulated.

Furthermore, several reports suggested the protective role of CD4+ Tregs via IL-10 production during acute liver injury [137,161]. During chronic injury settings, IL-10 was suggested to be produced by a CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ mTreg subset [164]. Although this evidence was primarily presented in experimental rodent models, which cannot definitively replicate human liver fibrosis due to the timespan limitations and thus differing immunopathology, it certainly highlights the importance of IL-10-producing Tregs, perhaps the Tr1 phenotype (although this was not defined within the studies), and how they employ an anti-fibrotic role. This indicates different Treg phenotypes may become upregulated as injury persists, thus prompting distinctive mechanisms to influence distinct fibrotic immunopathologies. It may also explain the expansion of an IL-8+ Treg population and support the notion of a Treg/Th17 hybrid phenotype during a more pro-inflammatory phase of liver fibrosis, due to the plastic nature of CD4+ Tregs.

Accumulating these data, it is plausible that the role of Tregs is distinctive for individual patients and depending on liver disease aetiology. Indeed, the cellular interactions and hepatic microenvironment can govern the induced Treg phenotype in a complex mechanism which is yet to be fully explicated. The role of Tregs may not be entirely opposed to that of pro-fibrotic Th17 and Th2 cells, with the induction of bystander suppression, which inadvertently downregulates anti-fibrotic mediators. Additionally, there appears to be a difference between Treg mechanisms in acute versus chronic injury. This insinuates there may be an evolution of Treg function as hepatocellular damage changes to indirectly influence fibrosis depending on the disease setting; however, this evidence is mainly experimental. Conversely, it is probable that Tregs are inadvertently correlated with increasing fibrosis; their expansion is affiliated with the downregulation of self-harming, pro-fibrotic mechanisms (such as Th17 or Th2 cells), rather than actively, or directly, participating in fibrosis progression. From this, CD4+ Treg phenotypes expressing FoxP3 and/or CD25 appear to be double-edged swords, with the potential to elicit pro-fibrotic bystander suppression while managing the ongoing fibrosis pathogenesis. Evidently, more research into different Treg phenotypes and how they interact with the hepatic network is required. However, this review explicates an essential preliminary understanding of their role within liver fibrosis settings.

4. Immunotherapy of Liver Fibrosis

The body of literature surrounding the potential for liver fibrosis resolution is robust (Figure 7) [55]. In the treatment of hepatic fibrosis, targeted therapies to modify or constrain pro-fibrotic crosstalk is the future frontier of disease management. The current research focus for many anti-fibrotic therapeutics centres around the control of HSC function, impeding signalling pathways which can activate these cells to reduce matrix production, and in turn promoting ECM degradation to reduce the overall scar tissue formation [55]. Alas, no medications have been approved or yet accomplish this task under liver fibrosis conditions. In the case of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), two anti-fibrotic therapies have been approved to reduce the event of acute respiratory regression and slow deterioration of lung function: pirfenidone and nintedanib. While the exact mechanism of the former remains unknown, nintedanib is a potent tyrosine protein kinase inhibitor which targets key pro-fibrotic agonists within IPF immunopathology, such as platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) [179,180]. PDGFR has also been shown to positively correlate with liver fibrosis progression [181], and its ligand (PDGF) is produced in high quantities by M2a wound-healing macrophages [45], suggesting that nintedanib may be helpful in the treatment of liver fibrosis.
Therapies aimed at directly targeting liver fibrosis do not currently exist; however, as research advances, some potential routes to attenuate the advancement of liver fibrosis include the use of monoclonal antibodies, immune-instructive scaffolds, IL-10-producing Tregs (HCV patients), decreased collagen deposition via MMP13 production, and CAR T cell therapy.

However, as fibrogenesis is an immune-mediated process, with inflammation able to exacerbate fibrosis progression, the development of anti-fibrotic immunotherapeutics is also of research interest. Pilot studies investigating IFN-γ and IL-10 as therapeutic agents demonstrate high efficacy in the management of liver fibrosis. Under viral hepatitis conditions, IFN-γ-1b (a recombinant form of human IFN-γ) could reduce advanced fibrosis in selected HCV- and HBV-infected patients, supporting its well-documented anti-fibrotic role and suggesting a favourable biologic rationale in certain patient subgroups. Additionally, early human trials of IL-10 treatment within HCV-infected patients exhibited a degree of fibrosis resolution, however, simultaneously exacerbating the HCV viral load [55]. Comparatively, a pro-fibrotic cytokine blockade may also offer beneficial effects on liver fibrosis, such as the inhibition of the TGF-β signalling pathway. Promising research into the in vivo delivery of small interfering RNA (siRNA) to inhibit TGF-β expression has been shown to decrease HSC production of type I collagen and α-SMA, administering an anti-fibrotic effect in CCl₄-induced livers [182]. However, due to the complexity of the hepatic microenvironment, successful cytokine therapy remains a challenge. Many cytokines involved in liver fibrogenesis, including TGF-β, are pleiotropic, exerting differential effects depending on the cell they were secreted from, the location, neighbouring cytokines, and even the fibrotic stage and cause of liver injury. Silencing or amplification of one particular cytokine could be detrimental to the liver disease, thus exacerbating fibrogenesis. Hence, clarifying the extent of cytokine function and interaction during liver fibrosis is imperative.

As primary cellular targets identified within liver fibrosis, research into macrophages and monocytes is extensive. In experimental mice models of acute liver injury, the application of M2 macrophages as a monotherapy, and in combination with MSC transplantation, was able to rapidly lessen the effect of inflammatory mediators and hepatocellular necrosis, as well as diminish fibrotic lesions. This improvement in fibrotic sequelae is likely caused...
by increasing the number of highly phagocytic macrophages, potentially IL-10-stimulated M2c phenotypes [183], circulating in the liver microenvironment, which reduced scarring debris for tissue regeneration [138,139]. A more recent study investigated the effect of MSCs’ anti-fibrotic properties, finding that TNF-stimulated gene 6 (TSG-6) is an integral cytokine for this behaviour. Using calcium phosphate nanoparticles to deliver TSG-6 to CCl₄-treated mice livers, MSCs showed elevated expression of TSG-6, leading to attenuated liver fibrosis via the modulation of M2 macrophages and increased production of MMP12, demonstrating a protective role. Additionally, an inhibitory feedback loop exerted by TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-1β on MMP12 expression was highlighted, which was interrupted by TSG-6 intervention. The evolution of liver fibrosis may be delineated by feedback loops such as this and presents an exciting avenue for future research. Despite these reports, there are still significant limitations when extrapolating this to human liver fibrosis. The advancement of fibrosis within mice models is rapid due to the experimental limitations, whereas human fibrosis is a long-term progression. As such, the cellular mechanisms governing fibrosis development will be different in situ, with pro-fibrotic M2 phenotypes suggested to play a central role within chronic wound-healing pathogenesis. Indeed, several studies investigating the effect of inhibiting TGF-β production using M2 macrophages have reported favourable clinical outcomes in reversing hepatocellular senescence and prompting fibrosis resolution [140,184]. Evidently, the role of macrophages within liver fibrosis is contextual to the induced phenotype and disease progression (acute versus chronic advancement). Elucidating the function of specific phenotypes within pathogenesis would enable improvements into cellular reprogramming therapies for fibrosis treatment.

4.1. Clinical Potential of CAR T Cells

Emerging research into bioengineered immune cells as a clinical intervention represents the forefront of an “immunotherapy revolution” [185]. Perhaps the most well known and exciting of these developments is the adoptive transfer of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy. CARs are a type of artificial receptor; different generations can be bioengineered onto a T cell to execute the lymphocyte effector function against a specific antigen target. Clinical studies comparing the efficacy of CAR generations for one specific antigen are yet to be completed; therefore, it remains unclear which generation is the most potent, and safe, for patient application [186]. Currently, T cell therapeutics are mainly focused on treating cancer, including HCC, and inducing tolerance after liver transplantation [187]. Although HCC occurrence is increasing parallel to a global upsurge in liver diseases [4,7,9], hepatic fibrosis does not always instigate oncogenesis. Additionally, one of the major difficulties in developing CAR T cell therapy for hepatic diseases and fibrosis is the lack of suitable targets due to the complex liver microenvironment [188].

Nevertheless, emerging studies have demonstrated the benefits of T cell therapy and the exciting prospect they represent for liver fibrosis treatment. Recently, one research group investigated the clinical potential of novel CAR T cells, with an effector memory phenotype (CD45RA-), directed towards the urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR) in different disease models in vivo (Figure 8) [141]. uPAR is a cell surface protein which becomes upregulated during inflammation and cellular senescence pathways. In fact, it has recently been identified as a serum fibrosis marker within HBV, HCV, and NAFLD patients, positively correlating with the fibrotic stage [189,190]. Mice with CCl₄-induced liver fibrosis or diet-induced NASH were treated with uPAR-specific CAR T cells, which congregated around hepatic scar tissue. Therapeutically, the CAR T cells efficiently eliminated senescent HSCs and instigated fibrosis resolution, which was sustained long-term with no reported toxicity in follow-up studies. This improved liver function in both aetiologies, therefore suggesting an extensive therapeutic potential for human implementation [141].
Cell senescence contributes to a range of chronic tissue pathologies, including liver fibrosis. Novel CAR T cells, with an effector memory phenotype (CD45RA-) directed towards the urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR) expressed on senescent hepatic stellate cells, have been shown to eliminate pro-inflammatory senescent HSCs, reduce fibrosis, and thus improve liver function. These senolytic CAR T cells have been shown in vivo to be effective against liver fibrosis of different etiologies, therefore offering therapeutic potential for human implementation [141].

Research into CAR T cell therapy for hepatic fibrosis currently remains few and far between as the treatment is complex and expensive. However, investigation into other tissue fibrosis models has shown promising results, which may further support the use of CAR T cells in the treatment of fibrogenesis throughout the body. Importantly, cardiac fibrosis resolution has responded successfully to CAR T cells in vivo. Fibroblast activation protein (FAP) on the surface of cardiac fibroblasts has been identified as a potential endogenous target. CAR T cells directed towards this protein in an in vivo mice model of heart disease demonstrated effective resolution of fibrosis and restored heart function post-injury, with no reported toxicity [142]. Several other reports using FAP-specific CAR T cell generation supported their expedient potential within various in vivo malignancies, inhibiting stromal fibroblasts and consequently hindering tumour growth and fibrosis [191,192]. Evidently, anti-FAP therapy may have a broad immunotherapeutic application, due to FAP expression being upregulated in several fibrosis-associated pathologies, including liver fibrosis [193–195].

4.2. Treg Manipulation as a Next-Generation Therapy

While it is currently not an approved clinical practice, the development of regulatory CAR T cells (CAR-Tregs) is an exciting branch of adoptive transfer therapy. Preceding this, the efficacy and safety of autologous polyclonal Treg therapy has been demonstrated largely within autoimmune conditions, such as autoimmune hepatitis [143], and under organ transplantation conditions, including with the liver, to prevent acute rejection and enhance tolerance [144]. In vivo expansion of polyclonal Tregs from naive CD4+ T cells can be achieved via immunoregulatory cytokine and monoclonal antibody (mAb) application; several mice models of chronic inflammatory diseases, including multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis, showed delayed disease progression after treatment. In particular, the application of anti-CD3 mAb therapy, which interferes with T cell activation, was reported to improve immunoregulation by inducing TGF-β-secreting Th3 cells [87]. However, in the context of liver diseases, this type of therapy could be debilitating due to the pathogenic role of TGF-β in fibrogenesis. Techniques which can control TGF-β signalling would be more beneficial in liver fibrosis settings. Interestingly, there are preliminary data to suggest

Figure 8. The use of senolytic CAR T cells in liver fibrosis.
the TGF-β/SMAD signalling pathway is a regulator of the Treg/Th17 balance within the liver [196–198]; however, deeper investigation into this function would be required before the establishment of therapeutic agents to control it. Additionally, DC interaction is a key influencer of T cell phenotype, and there is research investigating DC-based therapeutics to control Treg expansion. A study investigating the clinical effect of IL-10 gene-enhanced DCs was also able to expand the Treg population and downregulate peripheral CD4+ T cell populations, potentially Th17 cells. The induction of a tolerogenic microenvironment post-treatment was shown to provide protection against CCl₄-induced liver fibrosis in mice [137]. Notably, the advent of synthetic APCs fabricated using biocompatible platforms for T cell priming is an exciting research area. The induction of iTregs with a potent suppressive function was demonstrated using polymer-based synthetic APCs in the presence of TGF-β in vivo [145]. Evidently, the clinical implications of this type of therapy could be detrimental in liver fibrosis settings as the exact role of Treg cells and the extent of TGF-β pathology remains unclear. However, it presents the opportunity to develop a more cost-effective and less invasive “off-the-shelf” therapeutic in comparison to adoptive cell transfer. Alternatively, the repurposing of well-known immunosuppressive drugs has shown promising results for treating liver fibrosis via Treg manipulation, such as rapamycin. This macrolide targets the mTOR (mechanistic target of rapamycin) pathway, a central regulator for cell growth and proliferation, and is closely linked to TLR signalling for innate cell activation [199]. In a CCl₄ mice model, rapamycin has been shown to directly alleviate hepatic fibrosis sequelae by upregulating Treg suppressive activity on HSC activation and correcting the Th17/Treg imbalance [146]. These studies further support the significance of Th17/Treg balance within liver diseases, suggesting its importance as a clinical target for fibrosis treatment.

Improving upon this, genetic engineering of Tregs via altering the antigen specificity, either via TCR or CAR modification, has demonstrated beneficial therapeutic effects in vivo. By generating antigen-specific Tregs, the suppression potency towards a targeted pathway or constituent is increased in comparison to treatment with polyclonal Tregs. Additionally, when comparing the efficacy of CAR engineering to TCR modification, CAR-Tregs display an advantage as their antigen repertoire is not HLA-restricted like that of TCRs [200]. Refining the antigen specificity would also prevent the off-target bystander suppression of immune responses, which could exacerbate the original liver disease and thus advance fibroplasia [87]. Preclinical studies of CAR-Tregs directed towards HLA-A2 (an alloantigen commonly mismatched in tissue graft and solid organ transplantation) have successfully induced tolerance and prevented xenogeneic-graft-versus-host disease and rejection in mice [200]. Therefore, the ex vivo expansion of CAR-Tregs is a promising next-generation therapy which could reverse advanced liver fibrosis if appropriate targets are identified.

5. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Liver immunopathology is central to the manifestation of fibrosis for many liver disease aetiologies. Emergent research has increasingly elucidated the hepatic cellular network, revealing intricate crosstalk between non-immune, innate, and adaptive immune mechanisms. The infiltration of circulating immune cells and the dysregulation of resident liver cells, including KCs, can fabricate a pro-fibrogenic microenvironment via HSC activation and ECM protein deposition, thus driving scar formation [23]. Conversely, cells such as NK cells can elicit fibrosis regression via upregulated HSC apoptosis [52,54]. Despite this, many immune cells display contradictory roles contextual to the phenotype during liver fibrosis pathology, highlighting the complex nature of this condition. Perhaps the most ambiguous cell type within liver fibrosis is Tregs, with few studies being conducted on them compared to innate constituents, such as macrophages. As such, whether Tregs can exacerbate or convalesce liver fibrosis remains a complicated discussion. Theoretically, cells which exert regulatory and anti-inflammatory properties should avert self-harm. However, the very nature of a chronic wound-healing response is the dysregulation of the body’s own protective mechanisms [69]. Therefore, it may be speculated that Tregs could contribute
pathogenically to fibrosis. Although research into their specific effector functions and how these may be implicated within fibrogenesis is incomplete, several key studies have reported significant correlations between Treg proliferation and fibrosis; thus, deductions can be made based on the presented data.

The significance of elucidating Treg function during liver fibrogenesis is not inconsequential; by exposing the complex crosstalk within the hepatic network, novel therapeutic targets can be unveiled for better treatment. While preclinical trials into cytokine- [55] and macrophage-based [138,139] therapies have shown a capacity for fibrosis regression, many cellular and inflammatory mediators exert pleiotropic effects, making their therapeutic application difficult. Hence, continued research into specific cell phenotypes and their roles within fibrogenesis is essential for therapy development. Additionally, the repurposing of IPF-approved drugs, such as nintedanib [180], for application within liver fibrosis settings may also be a point of research interest due to converging targets within both immunopathologies. However, the use of broad-spectrum immunosuppressant therapies presents the issue of unfavourable side effects, due to their unspecific targeting within various tissues. As such, the need for accurate, personalised therapy is ever-growing.

Tregs are one of the body’s own mechanisms for controlling the immune response; hence, the ability to beneficially manipulate their suppressive functions to subvert fibrosis progression represents an exciting development for anti-fibrotic therapy. Advancements into new-generation CARs and CAR-Tregs promise personalised therapy by eliminating immunogenic HLA-restriction and optimising the antigen specificity within target tissues. However, despite this prospect, the transmission of CAR-Treg research into a clinical-grade cell therapy faces significant challenges. Namely, the manufacture of safe and potent CAR constructs for optimal Treg function, without inducing debilitating immunogenicity, is of particular importance [186]. Clearly, this type of next-generation therapy currently remains beyond the bounds of clinical application due to an incomplete understanding of Treg phenotypes and their functions. By increasing this knowledge, the CAR-Treg field can be advanced for their use within the medical field, and prospectively, liver fibrosis settings. One of the key limitations in the study of Treg function is the complication of definable surface markers. As stated earlier, the presence of absence of CD25 or FoxP3 expression does not necessarily indicate regulatory function, and several other activated lymphoid and myeloid populations can also display CD25 and FoxP3 [201]. Indeed, the use of anti-CD25 monoclonal antibodies, a commonly used method to deplete Tregs, can knock down other effector cell populations [83]. As such, this can create discrepancies between data and can offer an explanation as to why different populations of Tregs behave differently in the same disease setting, as is the case in liver fibrosis. Future research into defining more reliable markers will therefore provide greater certainty when identifying Treg phenotypes and allow the development of new strategies to target Tregs for depletion or isolation, as well as elucidating their role within liver fibrosis.
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